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Abstract 

Recently, we proposed a new technique for the determination 
of the onset of asphaltene flocculation ("Determination of the 
Onset of Asphaltene Flocculation: A Novel Method" SPE 
Production and Facilities May 1995. p.115-118]. This new 
method is based on viscosity measurements of a crude oil upon 
titration with a precipitating solvent (e ·8. n-pentane, n
heptane, etc.). The onset of asphaJtene flocculation is detected by 
a sharp increase in the relative viscosity of the suspension in 
which asphaJtene particle aggregation occurs. The key point in 
this development is the phenomenon of asphaltene flocculation 
induced by the addition of a n-paraffin hydrocarbon to a crude oil. 

In this paper, we validate the proposed new technique from a 
theoretical standpoint. 

lntroduc:tlon and Background 

Numerous experimental work have revealed the colloidal 
nature of the asphaJtene fraction of a crude oil. 1 Kawanaka, et al.2 
consider the asphaltenes to exist in crude oil as both dissolved and 
suspended particles. Dispersed asphaltenes are sterically 
stabilized by neutral resins. 2 they are electrically charged. 3 and
have a diameter of 30-40 A.• The stability of these particles can 
be disrupted by addition of solvents which cause desorption of the 
resin molecules from the asphaltcne-particle surface (e ·8. n
hcplanc). When two asphaltenc particles collide on their resin
uncovered spaces aggregation occurs, therefore, we may expect 
that at a particular solvent concentration the aggregation process 
will be initiated rather vigorously. This point is defined as the 
onset of asphaJtene flocculation. The amount of solvent needed to 
arrive at the onset depends on the type of crude oil being analyzed. 
and particularly on the resin content.H It has been demonstrated 
that after the onset the amounts of material flocculated out of 
solution increase very rapidly .2 This is shown in Figure 1. 
Furthermore, it is well understood that asphaltenes in fact show 
high polydispersity and non-sphericity when they are precipitated 
from crude oils.1·9 The actual shape of asphaltenes is not known 
yet, however. researchers have proposed a somewhat elongated 
shape which could well be polydisperse cylinders or ellipsoids.9 

Studies on the colloidal properties and the self-association 
character of asphaltenes in polar solvents (i.e. toluene) have 
suggested that asphaltene/toluene systems are Newtonian.10 

The above facts allowed the authors to develop a new 
technique for the determination of the onset of asphahene 
flocculation.11 This method is based on the fact that for most pure
liquids and for many suspensions viscosity is a well-defined 
quantity, for a given temperature and pressure, which is 
independent of shear stress and velocity gradient, provided the 
flow is in the laminar regime (Newtonian fluids). However. for 
other solutions and suspensions deviations from the Newtonian 

behavior are observed. The main causes of non-Newtonian 
viscosities arc, in many instances. the particle interactions; 
as1ymetry; and orientation of the suspended particles. Fluid
particle and particle-particle interactions depend largely on the 
particle size, shape. concentration and surface characteristics. 
Particle size determines to a large extent the nature and relative 
significance of the forces governing suspension rheology and 
hydrodynamic behavior. while concentration determines the level 
of particle interactions. Non-Newtonian effects arc important 
even at low concentrations for suspensions of rigid non-spherical 
panicles. For the case in which the suspended particles are 
spherical the non-Newtonian behavior becomes important at 
higher concentrations when particle interactions are more intense. 

In general, suspended particles affect the flow characteristics 
of the host fluid resulting in an increased viscosity. The problem 
of relating viscosities of colloidal suspensions to the properties 
of the dispersed particles has been the subject of numerous 
experimental and theoretical considerations.12·26 

Einstein 12 concluded that the effect of dispersed particles on 
the viscosity of a suspension depends only on the total volume 
they occupy and is independent of their size. However, this is 
valid only for highly dilute suspensions of rigid, spherical. 
unisize, and non-interacting particles. 

Sherman 13 and Rutgers18 demonstrated that even at moderate 
concentrations, the disturbances in the regions of flow around the 
particles are sizable, and they become more important for non
spherical and/or deformable particles. Although these findings are 
applicable to moderately concentrated suspensions, and account. 
to some extent, for non-rigidness; they consider only particle
solvent interactions but not particle-particle interactions (i.e. 

aggregation). 
For the case in which particles interact to form aggregates of 

different sizes and shapes, Gillespie16 studied the effect of particle 
aggregation and particle size distribution on the viscosity of 
Newtonian suspensions arriving at the conclusion that it resulted 
in an increase in the relative viscosity of the suspension. 

Results Obtained with the New Technique 

Figures 1. 2 and 3 (taken from reference 11) show the 
viscosity curves for the Mexican Maya and Isthmus crude oils with 
their respective onsets of flocculation as detected by the new 
method. These two crude oils were selected for this analysis 
because Maya is heavy with a density of 0.9164 g/cm3 at 25°C and 
an asphaltene content of 12.38 wt%, and hthmus is light with a 
density of 0.8357 g/cm3 at 26.5°C and an asphaltene content or 
1.9 wt%. For the Maya crude oil three different precipitating 
agents were used. n-pentane, n-heptane, and n-nonane. Whereas 
for the Isthmus crude oil only n-heplane was used. For both crude 
oil samples two reference systems were considered using non
precipitating solvents such as toluene and THF-S for comparison 
purposes (THF-S is a 64.333% solution of toluene in THF. this 
solution has approximately the same kinematic viscosity as that (*) Corresponding author, email: mansoori@uic.edu
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of n-heptane). As can be seen from these figures the onset of
flocculation is detected by obsemation of a strong deviation in the
viscosity cume as compared with the reference system (Toluene
and THF-S curves). The main goal of the work presented in this
paper is to explain the mixture-viscosity trends and to vsdidate the
proposed technique from a theoretical standpoint.

Theoretical Analysis for the Proposed New Technique

The new technique proposed by the authors to determine the
onset of asphaltene flocculation has proven to be equally
successful for both heavy and light crude oils.l 1 This is an
advantage since previously reported techniques have the
limitation of being applicable only to either heavy or light crude
oils but not to both. Therefore, it is worthwhile to perform a
theoretical analysis to explain the role of viscosity in the
determination of the onset of aaphaftene fbccrrlation.

Several definitions are presented in the literature, afl of which
may be used to smrdyze the effect of the suspended particles on the
viscosity of a suspension,

1. Rehive viscosity: ~==y

no

2. Specific visrosify: ~,- .O1.-m)

tlo

3. Reduced viscosity: _ _(71@-mo)

no c

where rls is the viscosity of the suspension, llo

(la)

(lb)

(lC)

is the viscosity

of the suspending medium; and C is the concentration of pticles
in the suspension.

The relative viscosity (or viscosity ratio) shows the increase
in viscosity, with respect to that of the suspending medium, due to
the presence of the particles. The specific viscosity (or specific
increase on the relative viscosity) also provides information
about the effect of the suspended particles. It follows that by
plotting specdic viscosity versus particle volume fraction one can
see the net effect of the suspended part]clcs on the viscosity of the
suspension. The reduced viscosity (or vmcosny number) allows
the determination of the intrinsic viscosity (characteristic for all
colloidal systems) by extrapolating to zero particle-volume-
fraction.

In order to perform the data arrrdyses mentioned above, either
through the use of specific or relative viscosity, one must know
tJre viscosity of the suspending medium. In the case of crude oil-
precipitant mixtures, the suspending medium would be the
asphaltene-free liquid phase. Therefore, one must find ways to
measure or determine the viscosity of the crude oll-precipitant
mixtures in the absence of the asphaltene particles. This cart be
done by separating the asphaltenes from the crude oil as a
preliminary step and then measuring the viscosity of the resulting
filtrate. It should be pointed out that the separation of asphaltenes
must accomplished wi[hout altering the nature of the liquid phase.
Unfortunately, given the complexity of the mixture and the
difficulty of the separation slep this protocol is highly unlikely to
be reliable. Therefore. n different way of estimstirrg the viscosity
of the suspending medium must be sought.

In the development of the new technique for the onset of
asphaltene flocculation, previously explained, toluene and THF-S
were used as reference solvents due to the fact that they did not
cause precipitation and because the solutions they form with crude
oils were Newtonian. Furthermore, asphaltenes are completely
soluble m these solvents. Thus, We may then take advantage of
this fact once again in order to estimate (or predict) the v~scosity

of the suspending medium which from now on will be called “the
background viscosity’”.

Prediction of the Background Viscosity

Prediction of liquid viscosities is a mapr challenge for there
is no arxurate correlation repxted in the literature which can
successfully be used for the estimation of this physicaJ property.
Given the great complexity of cru& oil as a mixture it is very
unlikely that prediction of viscosities will be accomplished with
success. Nevertheless, a number of correlations proposed in the
literature were employed for the prediction of crude oil - polar
solvent mixtures viscosity. Acceptable predictions were obtained
using the equation proposed by Lobe.m This is a mrrelation for
prediction of kinematic viscosities of mutlicomponent mixtures
given by,

“ a,O, . .
Vm=~ OIV,eXp(~ —) ,J*i

1-l ,., RT
(2)

where a, is a characteristic viscosity parameter for the jth
component in the mixture, 0, is the volume fraction of the ith

comfmnent in the mixture. Vm and V, are the mixture and ith
component kinematic viscosities, respectively. Given Ihe
complexity of crude oil mixtures and the lack of characterization
data. we consider the system to be a binary mixture comprised of a
solvent and crude oil (as a pseudo-component), then the akve
equation reduces to,

v.. OAVAeXf@@”@+ %VB S?x@Ati) (3)

where subscript A denotes the component with the lower
viscosity, and subscript B the one witJr higher viscosity, and

a; = a, / RT. IAbe27 proposed that if the mixture kinemat]c
viscosity varies monotonically with composition the parameter

a; could be obtairted using the expressions.

a~=-1.7ht (~) (4)
vA

(5)

The coefficients in Equations 4 and 5 were obtained by fitting
experimental kinematic viscosity data for many Newtomarr binary
mixtures.n In the case of cmde oil mixtures the parameters a; and
a; were obtatned by fitting Lhe experimental data to Equation 3.
Thus, only from pure-compnent kinematic viscosities. ]t is
possible to estimate the crude oil-solvent binary mixture
viscosity. At first it may cause hesitation in utilizing this
empirical expression because of its simplicity. However, it turns
out to be a correlahon which could provide good viscos]ty
predictions as depicted in Figures 5.

Figure 5 shows the predicted viscosities for several
mixtures of crude oils and Toluene or THF-S (non-precipitating
solvents). THF-S is a 64.33 VOI% solution of tetrahydrofuran
(IT-IF) irr toluene with approximately the same kinematic viscosity
as that of n-heptane. Notice that the predicted viscosities for
mixtures of Maya crude - THF-S are irr good agreement with the
experimental data Ii except at IOWdilution ratios (high asphaltene

content). This could be due to the fact that at high concentrations
asphaltenes tend to self-associate into larger aggregates.
Therefore, to find a better viscosity prediction for this heavy crude
OIL one must incorporate the effects of asphaltene self-
association into the expression for mixture vmcosity. However,
for the purprse of the present analysis we may assume that the
currently employed correlation is valid.
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Figure 5 also shows the predlctcd klnemauc VISCOS1(Yf’or
mixtures of Isthmus crude and THF-S. Frrrm tlos figure we can see a
belter agreement with the experimental data, The asphaltene
content In this crude od is quite low ( 1,9 wt%) and hence the effect
of’ asphaltene self-association M not as ]mportsmt as m the case of
Maya crude od.

The results obtarned for mlxmres of crude oil I - Tohrene arc
included in Figure 5. A very good agreement between the
expmmental data and predicted kinematic wscosltles may also be
noticed for this system. The effect of asphaltene self association
a~~s to ~ small since at low dilution ratios the prediction of
kmemat]c viscosity is quite good.

We also notice from Figure 5 that the results obtained for
mixtures of crude oil II and Toluene are also in good agreement
with the experimental data. This suggests that the effect of
asphaltene self association m this case is also small.

Figure 5 demonstrates that intermediate (crude I and crude 11)
and light (Isthmus) crude oils form Newtoman sohsttons with
Tohsene and THF-S. For the case of heavy (Maya) crude oils there
exists. however, a small devialion from the Newtoman behavior
when the asphaltene concentration is high. This may be due to the
tendency of asphaltenes to self associate at high concentrations.
However. for the purpose at hand this effect may be neglected.

Now, !f n-heptane behaved as a very good solvent for
,wphahcnes then the solutions N would form wIrh crude OIIS may
be expected to be Newton Ian as m the previous cases. Thus,
Equation 3 may be used to predict the vlscos]ty of the n-heptane -
crude oil mixtures. Since the kinematic viscostty of THF-S is very
nearly the same as that of n-heptane then [he parameters a: and
rx~, m Equatron 3, are expected to be nearly the same for these two
solvenls. Therefore, the “background v Iscosity” for n-heptane -
crude oil mixtures wdl be prehcted using the al and a: previously
obtained for THF-S - crude oil mlxmres.

Figure 6 show piols of the specific viscosity versus volume
fraction of precipitating solvent m the mixture for the Maya and
Isthmus crude oils. As can seen from this figure, there is a pourtat
which the effect of the suspended parhcles Increases more rapidly,
These points coincide with the previously determmed onsets of
asphaltene flocculation for these crude ods. The rap]d increase in
the speed’ic viscosity may be explained considering the fact that
ot the onset there 1s no solid-phase separation at all. Whereas
:lftcr this point the amount of asphaltenes flocculated out of
solutaon Increases very rapidly wl[h tncreaslrsg solvent
concentration reaching a Iimltlng value (see Figure 1),
Furthcrmnre. M the corrcentratlon of the precqntatmg solvent In
~hc mlxturc Increases, the diameter of the asphaltene aggregates
Increases as WCII.2R The fluctuations in specific vlscoslty
observed may bc explained birsed on the fact that the large
aggregates produmd at high diluhrrn ratsos are not rigid structures.
They may break easily upon shaking or due to shear stresses
cxperlcnccd by the aggregates during vlscoslty measurements.
Also. M these high dilution ratios the Rrowman motion rmd
pastlclc mteracttons are domlnatcd hy hydrodynamic effects.

Effect n f Precipitating Solvent o n Asphaltene
Particle Size and Shape

In the prcvmus scctlon we have demonstrated that the onset
of asphaltene Ilocculatlon can also Iw accurately dctcrmmed by
plot[lng the speclf}c vlscoslty versus volume frachon of solvent
In the mixture. As mentioned earner. a plot of this type shows
cxpllcltly the net effect of the suspended psrtlcles on the v!scoslty
i>f the suspcnslon, Therefore. It M important to know the
concentration of the particles responsible for the tncrease m the
speclflc vmcoslty. It is h]ghly unlikely, however. that Ihc
concentration nf asphaltene partlclcs effcctmg the changes m
vlscrsstty rsbserved in Figure 6 could be measured accurately. This

is duc to several reasons. (I) the crude rrll IS a very ccrmplcx
mixture: (ii) the asphaltene aggregation mechanism IS very
complicated and fractal m namrc; (Iii) asphahcnc aggregates show
a high degree nt polydlsperslty; (lv) the dlametcr ot these
aggregates and the degree of plydispcslty are both functions ot_
Preclpwatmg solvent concentration: and (v) the resor-asphaltene
interactions arc not well understood (resins are considered to k
responsible for the stability of asphaltenes tn crude rrIls).
Nevertheless, we may use an alternate way of estlmatmg the
effective volume fraction of the asphaltene particles In
suspension. Gillesple16 proposed the followlng expression for
the relatwe vlscosjty of a suspension.

I + 0.ss/2
q,= (6)

(I - Oefrf

where q, is the relative viscos]ty of the suspension (ratio of

dynamic viscosities); and fZLTIS the effective volume fraction of
partrcles in suspension. Equatson 6 was proposed to account for
the effect of aggregation and partlclc sw.e distribution on the
viscosity of a suspension. In the der]vatlon of Equation 6
dynam]c vIscosIty was employed. therefore. II musl transformed to
be apphcable for klnematlc vlscos]ty data. The wansformed
equallon reads as tallows,

()

po 1 + 0.fr/2
v,. — (7)

“ (1 - 0tff)2

where V, is the relative kmcmatic vlscoslty: pO 15 the specific

gravity of the suspending medusm; p, is the specific gravity of the

suspension. The vtscoslty of the suspending medium was
calculated assuming that the precipitant (i.e. n-heptane) khaves
as a very good solvent for asphaltenes. Thus. It can safely be
assumed that the density of the suspending medium wnuld f-m
approximately the same as Ihat of the suspension, Therefore.
Equation 6 may be wmtten as.

I + 0=fl/2
v, = (8)

(I - 0cff)2

Using equation X we can nhtaln cxprcss, errs fnr the speclflc
Vlscoslly (v, - 1) a!,.

51’20w - !&r
v“rlmflc= (9)

(1 - 0,rr)2

Equation 9 may be cumpsred tn Einstein’s cxprcsslon tor Ihc
specific vlscosit y dcfmcd as. {2

v.- .:0 ( If))

10 see that the Einstcln’s cneffrcicnt (5/2) IS Indeed contalncd m
Equauon 9 and that there IS m facl cnrrcctmn for nnn-sphenclly rrf
the parhcles m the squared terms. Equahon can he used to cstlmatc
the volume fraction of the suspemfcd asphakcnc partlclcs from dlc
cxpcrlmcntal vlscoslty data.

We may also use the phcnomcnologlcal formula Proposed hy
Krieger.’v

[)

0.
.2sC3m

Vr. l+— (11)
%

to calculate the vnhsme iractmn from our experimental wscnwty

data. [n tins ecruatlon: 0. IS the nartlclc wslumc frnctlon and C% IS
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rnaxlmum packtng [ractron taken as 0.63 for low shear rates,
Equations 9 and 11 may be used along with the specific

vlscoslty esttmated previously to find the effective volume
fraction of [he pamcles responsible for the increase m the specific
vmcos!ty of cmde 011 - n-heptane mixtures.

Figure 7 shows the effect]ve volume fraction as a funct:on
of n-heptane In the mixture for the Maya and Isthmus crude OIIS. It
M interesting 10 note that even before the onset of flocculation the
volume fraction of the suspended particles orcreases with
Increasltrg precipitating solvent concentration. This suggests
that at low solvent concentrations aggregation takea place
although at a slower rate. Whereas after the onset the aggregation
mechamsm is very rapid. This is shown by a point after which the
effective volume fraction increases more rapidly with solvent
concentration. This point obviously is the onset of asphaltene
flocculation. This behavior can be explained considering that the
onset marks the L@rrnmg of solid phase separation. Therefore,
as concentration of n-heptane increases the amount of asphaltenes
flocculated out of solution increases as well. We also notice that
there IS a maximum in effective volume fraction of asphaltene
prrmcles followed by a decrease. We have seen m Figure 1 [hat the
amount of asphaltene precipitation Increases rapidly after the
onset of deposition to finally approach a somewhat constant
value. This explains the maxtmum ohserved m the effective
volume fract]on, The decrease m the effective volume fraction can
be explained considering the above mtd the fact that at large
dihmon rauos the d]ameler of the precipitated asphaltene clusters
could be a$ high as 300 ~m depending on the crude oil.20 These
particle diameters are well beyond the Flrownian range and
therefore hydrodynamic effects dominate the picture. Also,
experimental observations demonstrated that these large clusters
are not rigid and can easily be fragmented by shear stresses (i,c.
agitation or flow). Thus, 1[ M expected that during vlscoslty
measurements these large clusters wdl break up and the rcsult]ng
fragments recombme clue to shear stresses resulting in a decrease
in the effective volume fraction.

Figure 8 show plots of relatlvc vIscosIIy vs. cffcctivc
volume fraction of asphaltene particles for the Maya and Isthmus
crude ods. We can see that the net effect of the suspended partrcles
is an increase In the relative vlscostty of the suspension. This is
consmtcnt with the ftndlngs refxx[ed In the llmraturc.1:”2e We also
nouce for [hc Ilght Isthmus crude oil that the rclatwe vlscoslty of
the suspcnslmr varies almost I(ncarly with trsphaltcnc volume
Iraction, We also notlcc tha~ Equation 11 generally ovcrprcdlcts
the relatrvc vlscoslty, compared (o Equatmn 9. This may be duc tu
f’act that this equation dots not account nclthcr for partlclc
aggregation nor for partlclc SIZCdwtrlbutlon whereas Equation 9
does. Also. Equation I 1 generally undcrprcdlcts the effccuvc
volume fraction of asphaltene part lclcs (scc Figure 7) and this may
:dso fx duc to the reason mcntloncd above.

Another type of analysis which IS also very lmportimt In
rheology o! suspcns!ons M the c~lcultstlon of the hydrodynamic
vnhrmc ot the partlclcs. This may hc dorm Irom an “Einstcln
plot’’.*” Such a plot IS otr[rrlned by measuring {hc relatwe
viscosily of a suspension at dllutc corrcentratlons (1.c. c < [).02
g/cmJ ) such tha[ the suspended particles can be regarded as non-

In[eract!ng. F,)r this ptrrpxe we define M = (It; where 0 is the
volume traction 01 the suspersdcd particles. c IS the concentration
In g/cm’ of the paruclcs In the suspcns[orr, and q m a specific
fluld-dvnamlcal partlclc volume. [introducing this definlhon for
the partIclc voltsmc fraction mto Equation 10 wc ohtaln.

Lv.~lr. = , qc
.

(12)

Thus. a Plot nf the spcclflc vtscosltv versus weight/vol
cmrcentratmn of wsspended parttcles should produce a straight Ilnc
passing through the rwl~m with a slnpe equal to the “<peclflc

volume.” The spcclflc volume thus determmed IS a hvdrodvnamlc
vrrhsme of a “single” particle. For s[crlcally slabthzcd partlclcs
(such as asphaltenes) this spcclflc volume should correspond to
lhe hydrodynamic volume determmed fmm dlffuslon coetflcienLs.

As a tes~ for our svwem. wc have plotted In Figure 9 the

$Pcclf)c vI$cosIly versus g/cm3 of asphaltene !n the m]xture for
the Isthmus crude oil. Isthmus crude 011 was chosen because [hc
ent]re concentration range for the solvent m the mlx:urc IS
covered completely from O to 100 volume%, Also. the
background vlscoslty for th]s case IS predicted more accurately. It
is worth to mention that the analysls should lx focused on Ihc
left-hand side of the figure. The reason for this IS that only m this
part of the curve the majority of the asphaltenes have atready been
precipitated out of solution. From this figure we notice that the

3 this correspondsstraight Ilne drawn has a slope of 57.31 g/cm ,
to a ffutd dynam]cal parucle volume. q. of 22.92 g/cm3. We may

now use the expression @ = q.c to calculate the asphaltene part!cle
volume fraction using the value of q just obtained. These results
are presented in Figure 10 and compared with the partlclc
volume fractions predicted by Equat]on 10. From this figure we
can see. at low asphaltene concentrahons. the remarkable
agreement between [he values prcdlcted by Equation LO and the
values ohtamcd using the flutd dynamical particle volume q. This
proves that our analvsls IS correct.

We may now calculate the amount of asphaltenes [hat h~s
precipitated out of solution from Isthmus crude 011as a function ot
n-heptane concentration. In Figure 10 wc suggest that the
difference lxtween the two particle volume fractions rcfmrtcd there
should correspond to the amount of non-prcclpl!atcd asphaltenes.
Please note that the circles In F[gure 10 represent the volume
fractions which would be observed If all the asphaltene partlclcs
were precipitated out of solutlon and behaved as non.lntcract]ng
(i.e. no aggregation), Also note that the volume fractions
predicted by EqualIon 10 are based on cxpcrlmental data for

/ 2.5). Therefore. theSpeclflc Vlscoslty (1 e. o = V$pcclflc

difference bctwccn the two sets of data reported In Figure 10 must
corresfmnd to that amount of asphaltenes which has not hccn
precipitated. Thus. the amount of non-preclp]talcd asphaltenes 1~
glvcn by,

(13)

Figure 11 shows the amount of asphaltenes prccipltatcd nut ol
soitrtlon as a function of srrlvcnl concentration in the m]xturc.
From this figure we no[lcc that the onset of dcpos]tlon fur this
crude 011 (Isthmusj IS very clearly wcn In [his plot. Wc also
rrotlcc that Figure t t IS very slmllar (O Figure 1. The Itutcr has
been ohtalncd from cxpertmcntal measurements of the amount
asphaltene preclplttstion upon addition of normal pisrafflns [O
crude oI1. ~ Thus, this rlcmonstratcs that our analysls I\
qual[tahveiy COI_WCt.The lack of experrmcnttil data on the arnoun{
of asphal[cnc prcclpltatlrm from Isthmus crude mhcptanc
mlxturcs makes It Impossjblc to find rsut whether this analysls IS
31s0 quantltatlvcly crrrrcct. Ncvcrthclcss. Ihc objectlvc of the
present analysis has been accomplished slncc we hfive
[tcmonstratcd, hcyond doubt. [hat IIIC onset of a~phaltcnc
fl(>ccuintlon can be detected by vlscoslty measurements

Conclusions

We have used the theory of vlscoslty to valldn[c a rccentlv
proposed tcchmquc for the rrnsct of asphaltene flocculation from a
!heorctlcal stmrdpolnt. in order 10 utilize th]s theory we have
predicted the background vlscoslty of the $uspenslons assumlnz
that the preclpltatlng solvent behaved ns a very good solvent Irrr
asphaltenes. This enabled the analyses nf the spcclf)c and rclntlvc
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viscosity of p-paraffjps - crude oj) - 1,:rnha)teoe suspensions. The 
behavior of these viscosities was explained in the light of the 
present knowledge of asphaltene deposition. The effective volume 
fraction of suspended asphaltene particles was calculated using 
expressions for the relative viscosity reported in the literature. 
The expre88ions used account for particle aggregation as well as 
for particle-size-distribution effects. It may be concluded that 
presence of suspended particles results in an increase in the 
relative (or specific) viscosity of the suspension. This increase 
becomes remarkable at and after the onset of flocculation. It may 
also be concluded that even before the onset of flocculation the 
effect of the precipitating solvent in the mixture is important. We 
have also demonstrated that the amount of asphaltene precipitated 
out of solution may be calculated from the viscosity dalL 

The advantages of the present technique are: 1) it could be 
successfully used for both light and heavy crude oils in contrast 
with some other methods which arc only suitable either for light 
or heavy crude oils but not for both. 2) a great advantage of this 
technique is the inexpensive equipment required for its 
implementation without compromising the accuracy of the 
detection. 

Some of the limitations to this new method are the ones 
posed by capillary viscometry. Capillary clogging due to 
excessive asphaltene precipitation may be an important 
limitation, however, we expect that even in these cases the onset 
could be detected. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Prediclioo of lhe arnoll\t of asphallene deposition from aude oil 
Yenull the volume of six different n-paralfin solvents. The experimental 
asphaltene deposi1ion data for n-pentane (llianglea), n-heplane (squares). 
and n-<lecane (circles) are also shown. This figure has been reproduced 
from Aelenlnce 6. 

Figure 2. Kinematic Viscosity vs. wt. fraction of solvent in solutions of 
Maya Crude wilh various 110twnts. The Onset of asphaltene flocculation 
was located at 32.9 wt% (39.87 \101%) lorn-heptane and at 35.8 wt% (41.8 
\101%) for n-nonane. The loca1ion of this point is enhanced by compari110n 
with lhe toluene and THF-S curwa. The THF-S is a 64.333 vol'Yo 11olullon 
of THF in toluene. This solu1ion has approximately the same kinematic 
lliS0061ty as that ot n-Heptane. 

Figure 3. Kinematic Viscosity vs. wt. fraction of solvent in solutions of 
Maya Crude wilh various solwnts. The Onset of asphaltene flocculation 
was located at 27.5 wlo/o (35.95 voto/o) n-pantane in the mixture. As in 
Figure 2-2 the Location of the onset is enhanced by companson with the 
tlluel1e and THF-S curves. 

Figure 4. K.iematic Viscosity vs. vol% of solvent in solutions of Isthmus 
Crude with various solvents. The Onset of asphaltene flocculation was 
local9d at 41.17 Y0lo/o n-He1)tane in the the mix1u111. This pomt is enhanced 
by comparison with Iha toluene and THF-S wrvas. Vol% was u&ed in this 
aue kl enhanoe the oompari11011 with the 111leranoe CUWI. 

Figure 5. Prediction of the kinematic (v) llisoo&ity of different mixtu111s of 
crude oils and non-precipitating solvents with Equation 3. The predicted 
values are compared with experimental deta. 11 

Figurw 6. Specific viscosity (V specificl of Mays cruds· n-hsptans · 
ssphsltefl8s suspenstons as a function of volume fraction of pn1cip1tabng 
solvent In lhe mixture. The 111sults obtained for suspans10ns ot Isthmus
audll - n./JBptNl9 - �ll&nss are also llC&Jdad. 

Figure 7. Effectlw volume fraction (calwlated from Equations 9 and 11) 
vs. volume lracbon ol n-heptane m the mIxtu111. The results l9pOf'8d het1I 
are lor Iha Maya and Isthmus crude oils. 

Flaure 8. Relative viscosily (V r) of Maya and lslhmus crude oils vs. 
effective volume fraction of asphaltene particles in suspension The 
partJcle volume fraction was c:alculal9d using EquallOns 9 and 11. 

Figure 9. Specific lliscosity vs. asphallane concentration (glcm3). These 
results are for Isthmus crude oil. 

Figure 10. Volume f rac110n of asphaltana particlea vs. asphaltene 
oonoentration (g!cm3). The volume fractions weni calwlated as shown ,n 
the figure. These data correspond to Isthmus crude oil. The difl&rence 
between Iha two p redicted values corresponds the amount of non
praapitBted asphallenes. 

Figure 11. Wt% precipitated asphaltene11 veraus volume fraction of n
heptane in 1he mix1ure. 
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